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Introduction:  The Mars Global Surveyor Thermal

Emission Spectrometer (TES) team has identified two dis-

tinct Martian terrains, Type 1 and Type 2 [1,2].  Type 1 is

interpreted as basaltic.  It is found throughout the south-

ern highlands, particularly in the Syrtis Major region.

Type 2, is interpreted as a basaltic andesite and is most

strongly concentrated in the Amazonian age northern

lowlands.

 Possible andesites on Mars have been discussed pre-

viously in the literature. The Pathfinder team identified

their “sulfur-free rock” as having a basaltic andesite

composition [3].  Even as far back as Viking, terrestrial

andesite was used as a spectral analog in modeling the

surface rocks near the Viking 1 lander [4].  There have

also been basaltic andesite compositions suggested from

flow rheology [5,6].

The interpretation of basaltic andesite has caused con-

siderable discussion since it was put forth as an explana-

tion for the TES data.  Andesites on Earth are relatively

rare, found mostly in subduction zones.  If Mars does not

have plate tectonics, then Martian andesites would have

to form by a different mechanism. More silicic magma

compositions can be obtained through fractional crystal-

lization.  This requires extracting small amounts of melt,

a difficult way to produce such large amounts of andesite.

However, adding even small amounts of water to a melt

can produce andesitic magmas.  Minitti and Rutherford

[7] have found that an andesite of the “sulfur-free rock"

composition can easily be created from a SNC parental

magma with the addition of just 1 wt % H2O.

Interpretation of TES Type 2 terrain: Deconvolving

TES spectra is not an easy task. Global dust and atmos-

pheric components must first be estimated [8].  The TES

team uses a spectral deconvolution program to determine

the modal composition of their residual surface spectra

[9].  This process involves fitting the spectra with end-

members from a spectral library [10].  This deconvolution

method has proven itself to be rather successful for de-

termining modal mineralogy of known samples to within

~10% error for major minerals, though it does not appear

to be reliable for minor minerals present at <10% [9,11].

The method however, is highly dependent on several as-

sumptions: 1) The minerals present occur in exposed

rocks or as large particles [12,13].  2) Mixtures behave as

a linear combination of individual components [13,14].

3) The correct endmembers are present in the spectral li-

brary [11].

Glass Issues: The TES team’s spectral deconvolution

of Type 1 terrain gives a solution of 50% plagioclase,

25% clinopyroxene, and 15% sheet silicates (concentra-

tions of 15% or less are considered to be at or below the

detection limit [9]).  Type 2 terrain gives 35% plagio-

clase, 10% clinopyroxene, 15% sheet silicates, and 25%

obsidian-like (high silica) glass [1].  However, the TES

spectral deconvolution library used contained no pi-

geonite and one glass sample, an obsidian-like high-

silica glass.  The TES team recognizes that these missing

library endmembers may affect interpretations [15,16].

Due to the highly disordered nature of glass, the spec-

tral features of all glasses are generally broad and amor-

phous.  Spectral variation of glasses are shown in figure 1

for a wide range of compositions.  In fitting the TES spec-

tra, broad or glassy spectra tend to act as convenient

“fillers” as the program tries to minimize the error in its

fit.  Thus, if glass is indeed a major component of terrain

Type 2, its derived silica content depends directly on the

glasses available as endmembers in the spectral library.

Figure 1.  Scaled spectra for glasses of diverse composi-

tions: The TES spectral library's obsidian (TES obsidian),

an unweathered basaltic glass from Hawaii (from Crisp et

al [19]), a shocked lunar plagioclase (maskelynite), lunar

soil agglutinates and a tektite.  The spectra have been

scaled to allow comparison by setting the maximum re-

flectance to 1.0 and the minimum to 0.0.

Weathering Issues: Deconvolving TES spectra of the

surface is particularly difficult given the unknown effects

of weathering in Martian conditions.

The effects of terrestrial weathering on thermal infra-

red spectra of basaltic Hawaiian glasses have been well

characterized [17,18,19].  Shown in Figure 2 are several

spectra from Crisp et al. [19], which illustrate systematic

changes observed as a glassy surface is exposed and oxi-

dized.  First the reflectance peak (emission minimum) near

10µm (1000cm
-1

) of unweathered glass evolves into a B

and C feature.  The B feature grows quickly and soon

dominates the C feature, which becomes reduced to sim-

ply a shoulder on the B feature.  (Often a separate feature

labeled 'A' develops as well, but this feature is the result

of a different mechanism, silica coatings on the surface,

which are not expected to form on Mars in the absence of

rainfall [3].)  The B feature is associated with sheet-like

silicate structures and the C feature with chain-like struc-
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tures.  The B and C features appear to be a result of divitri-

fication of the glassy surface [19]; as the glass becomes

increasingly ordered the more highly polymerized sheet-

like tetrahedral structures replace the chain-like tetrahe-

dral structures.  The basalts used in the Crisp et al. study

[19] are from the semi-arid regions of Hawaii and do not

yet show any signs of palagonization.  However, they do

show signs of oxidation on their surface.  By enhancing

the degree of polymerization, iron oxidation may con-

tribute to the spectral changes observed [19].

The weathering environment on Mars, of course, is

different than Hawaii, but a similar process may be operat-

ing.  We know that oxidation occurs on Mars, its visible

red color is testament to that.  If the Martian surface con-

tains basaltic glass, perhaps weathering processes compa-

rable to those on Hawaii occur causing the glass to divit-

rify.  The result of increased polymerization would cause

the weathered spectra of basaltic glass to exhibit charac-

teristics similar to those of SiO2-rich glass.

Figure 2 .  Sequence of weathering in Hawaiian basalt.  As

these glassy Hawaiian basalts are exposed at the surface,

the reflectance peak in the unweathered basalt (a) splits

into two separate peaks (b). Then the feature near 9µm, B,

intensifies (c).  Finally the altered basaltic glass mimics

the spectral properties of high-silica obsidian glass (d).

Modified from Crisp et al. [19].

The TES library obsidian spectrum is compared in Fig-

ure 3 to the weathered basalt from Figure 2c and d [19].

Despite their basaltic composition, weathering has caused

these glasses to take on many of the spectral properties of

high silica obsidian.  If such a weathered basaltic glass

fits Type 2 terrain as well as the obsidian glass originally

used, then the estimated silica content of the terrain

would fall within the basaltic range at about 50 wt % SiO2.

Figure 3.  The TES spectral library's obsidian sample

compared to the stage 2 and 3 weathered Hawaiian basalts

from figure 2 [19].

Conclusions:  Possible interpretations of TES spectra

for Type 2 terrain in the northern plains of Mars include:

(1) The material is basaltic andesite as originally hy-

pothesized [1].  (2) The bulk composition of Type 2 mate-

rial cannot be distinguished from Type 1.  Lack of certain

endmembers, particularly low-silica glasses in the TES

spectral library may have caused the silica content of

Type 2 terrain to be overestimated.  In this scenario, the

spectra of Type 2 terrain looks different from Type 1 ter-

rain because it has a larger glass component.  They may or

may not differ compositionally, depending on the com-

position of the glass. (3) Type 2 material is not crystalline

basaltic andesite.  Weathering processes have altered the

surface to resemble the spectral properties of andesite.  In

this scenario, the spectra of this terrain look different

from Type 1 because the weathering products are different

in some form.  Again, the terrains may or may not differ

compositionally.
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